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T

he mellow year is hasting to its close;1
The little birds have almost sung their last,
Their small notes twitter in the dreary blast -That shrill-piped harbinger of early snows:

“…and so where did summer go?” we ask. There were great days, good days and lots and lots of challenging days. There were great
flights, good flights and lots and lots of challenging flights. There were smooth landings, good landings and several intra-terrestrially
challenged landings. Some of the Phoenixes rose again from the debris field and some did not, some rose again and were smitten again, and
once in a Blue Moon, a new sailplane appeared. But one thing remained constant – the wind. It was too strong, too light, too changeable, too
unpredictable or fickle. “I wonder if ickle change?” was the watchword of the day.
However, despite the weather we were able to hold all the scheduled contests and even found time to slip in an extra contest for the
benefit of the LSF Aspirants.

T

he russet leaves obstruct the straggling way
Of oozy brooks, which no deep banks define,
And the gaunt woods, in ragged, scant array,
Wrap their old limbs with sombre ivy twine.
None of which helps if you are trying to find a lost plane – but that’s another story.
At the October meeting’s Show and Tell, Warren Kelley presented a 12V Power Supply which can be made by adapting the standard
Computer ATX Power supply. (Readily available from any old thrown out computer) Warren referenced an article by Roy Bourke which
appeared in the Gull (COGG’s Newsletter). Roy has kindly given us permission to publish his article in this issue of TASK.
The positions of President and Vice-President will be open for nominations for the year 2010 and it hoped that new candidates will
come forward and continue the good work. You do not need to be a Stephen Harbour or a Mikhail Ignationleff or even a Jack Lateon –
probably helps if you have been nominated for a Noble Peace Prize or even voted Flyer of the Year by Crash and Burn Magazine (aka
TASK).
“…but be not afraid of greatness: some are born great, some achieve greatness, and some have greatness thrust upon '
em.”
Malvolio: From Shakespeare'
s Twelfth Night, 1601:
"There are no great men, only great challenges that ordinary men are forced by circumstances to meet." William F. Halsey
Speaking of great challenges, our collective thanks go out to Ray Munro for the superb paint job on the Clubhouse at Fletcher Road. Let the
winds of winter blow the dancing flakes of snow – we are Ready!
1

by: Hartley Coleridge (1796-1849)
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From Your Executive …October, 2009
Greetings! Some good flying was done this summer. About 7 of us participated in the League of Silent Flight. Congrats to the several
participants who have achieved Level 1. A few are now part way through Level 2. Many remarked on how their flying skills improved by
being focused on specific goals. The LSF experience also renewed people’s interest in sailplane construction, and there are now several
projects underway.
You may recall that a committee was struck last spring, tasked with obtaining recognition for several SOGGI members for their service to our
club and to our hobby-sport. As a result of the work of that committee, I was pleased to attend the Annual Zone Meeting to submit
nominations for consideration by MAAC as follows:
Lifetime Achievement Awards: Stan Shaw and the late Bud Wallace
Leader Member Award: Dick Colley
… Well done all!
SOGGI’s October membership meeting touched on some interesting topics. We have secured the Rockton Community Centre for our
Christmas party. It will be held on Saturday, December 19, so mark that date on your calendar. We are pursuing pricing from a couple of
caterers. Since we will be decorating the hall ourselves, we will also need some volunteers who can sing fa-la-la and who are not allergic to
boughs of holly.
The majority present at our October meeting felt that the 2009 Hobby Show was not the best venue for promoting SOGGI’s activities.
Instead, we decided to approach several local model airplane clubs with an offer to make a presentation to their memberships. By promoting
the silent flight activities that distinguish SOGGI, we may attract some new members. Thanks Dick Fahey for that good suggestion.
Over the last couple of years, improving Safety has been a key objective of your Executive. As a result, I believe that we have seen some
modest improvement in maintaining the separation distance between people and projectiles. However, your active assistance continues to be
needed to extend the gains that have been made. Please set a good example by knowing the Rules, following the Rules, and by speaking
diplomatically to anyone who persists in unsafe practices, or encourages others to do so.
And finally … our Sunday December 13 meeting will feature the elections of SOGGI officers for 2010. Treasurer Bob Thayer, Secretary
Peter Clarke and Editor Dick Colley have generously offered to stand for re-election. The positions of President and Vice-President will be
vacant unless new candidates come forward. The club is blessed with many capable members and could benefit from a fresh perspective.
Please come to the meeting and exercise your democratic rights on December 13. Better yet, consider running for one of the positions.
Bob Hammett

Minutes of Meeting Held October 18th, 2009 at Rockton Library

The meeting was called to at 2:12 with 17 members present.

2- Minutes of the meeting held April 5, 2009 were read. Derek Hartwell moved that the minutes be accepted, seconded by Otakar
Koprnicky. All in favor.
3- The treasurer’s report for the period ending September 30, 2009 was read by Bob Thayer. The report indicated that our bank balance
was $ 2957.01. Total revenue was $1505.00 while total expenses came to $656.68. Net income amounted to $ 848.32.
Bob felt that the membership fee of $45.00 was adequate to allow for misc. expenses and otherwise. The amount of $300.00 was
considered to be sufficient allowance for gifts. Derek Hartwell will look after the acquisition and distribution of gifts.
With regards equipment status the state of the winch was discussed with Werner Klebert speaking of the cleanup and possible parts
refurbishment which includes replacement of the battery if necessary. Werner will pass the winch to Ray Munro who offered to look after
it’s reconditioning which should not be an expensive item.
Werner Hildesheim moved the report be accepted, seconded by Les Peer .All in favor.
4- Fields-With regards to available and accessible fields there were no outstanding issues to report.
Consensus was that it would really be up to the sod farmers to advise if fields were ok for our use. Werner Klebert reported that the
Chippewa field had been reseeded and would probably be ok for use some time. Dick Colley produced a schematic showing the Binbrook
field and surrounding area indicating a possible conflict with planned or existing parks and structures.
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5- Task-Dick Colley again requested copies of articles or photos for inclusion in future editions of the Task .Bob Hammett spoke of the
message board and of the difficulties some members had expressed with the pass-word. Ted Mitchell to be contacted re pass-word re.
advising members of same. Werner Hildesheim requested that we ask Ted re .status of picture sent to him for inclusion in web site.
6- Bob Hammett felt that club growth was dependent on many factors such as increased membership levels, programs to increase
awareness of our activities, a more vigorous approach vis-à-vis enrollment of interested people. Bob Thayer suggested we approach our
latest members, Ray Munro and Bill Henderson as possible speakers as both have an interesting background in the aviation industry. Les
Peer asked for magazines from 2000- on related to electric flying or gliders. Les will contact Ted Mitchell for possible further
information. The question of progress was raised re. digitization of material for the Task-this will addressed by Dick Colley.
7- Safety and Flight Instruction- Bob Hammett spoke of our rules and the fact that we are actually policing ourselves according to MAAC
safety rules which are enforced as necessary in order to preserve the integrity of this club. Richard Fahey suggested that a copy of the
rules be posted on the field in use. Bob Hammett believed that this would be somewhat difficult to maintain due to the necessity of
updating because of changes or additions to same.
The subject of insurance coverage offered by BFL Canada was briefly discussed during which questions arose since policy costs were
dependent on and required the participation of the membership at large not simply individuals. BFL offers a Gap Insurance Policy to those
who wish to fly at a non-sanctioned field or event. Warren Kelley to contact BFL for further information re. deductibles, etc.
8 - Events Calendar - To be addressed at a later date.
Bob Hammett reminded the members present that elections for the 2010 SOGGI Executive will be held at our December 13, 2009
membership meeting. Two positions will be vacant - President and Vice-President.
Christmas Party- Some discussion arose as to having a Christmas party and if so where?
Should we arrange for catering or have a simple pot luck type dinner. Should we have it at the library or elsewhere? Werner Klebert
suggested we invite our zone director and his wife. Most members felt this was a good idea.
Richard Fahey thought the business next door might be able to cater to us. Derek Hartwell tasked to obtain prices on catering and sources.
Would the library be available for December 19th? If not, where! Werner Klebert suggested the Westover community hall might be available
but one or two thought it might be on the small side for us.
2009 Hobby Show- SOGGI was given the opportunity to participate in this show and was to be allowed the use of a 20foot booth (no charge)
for display purposes. The items used at HeritageCon3 are available, such as, simulators, slide shows, models and banner. Back boards would
be required for photos and information, etc. Bob Hammett commented that this show ran for three days from November 6-8th and that
consequently volunteers would be required to man our booth on a 3 shifts per day basis. Richard Fahey, speaking from his own experience
with different organizations, spoke of the problems associated with getting people to volunteer and show up to man the booth .He also
suggested that Toronto might be the wrong venue to attract new members. Bob Hammett pointed out that a show like this would attract
people from areas outside Toronto. Bob Hammett then took a quick ballot of those who might be interested with the results indicating
insufficient member interest in this show. Our participation in this show was considered to be a dead issue. Jack Linghorne suggested we
contact and work a little closer with Hobby shops to help create interest in our activities. Richard Fahey felt that Middle Zone clubs should be
looked at together with other RC clubs where members might be interested in flying gliders, due to time restrictions, other than electric or gas
powered types.
The meeting was adjourned followed by Show-and-Tell
The next meeting will be held November 8th, 2009 at 2:00pm at the Rockton Library.
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COMPUTER POWER SUPPLIES

Roy Bourke MAAC 204L

Most of us, particularly fliers of electric aircraft, have battery chargers that operate from 12 Volt automobile batteries. This is great for
charging batteries at the flying field, but how do you use these chargers on the bench at home? It is dangerous and impractical to keep an
automotive battery in the workshop, so the obvious answer is to equip your shop with a 12 Volt power supply that will operate from 110 Volt
house current.
Suitable power supplies are commercially available, sometimes at quite reasonable prices, but why buy one when you can get one for free?
The power supply (hereafter referred to as the “P/S”) from an outdated PC works very well as a source of 12Volt power as well as clean 5
Volt power for bench testing radio equipment, and with the proliferation of older PC’s that are being thrown out in the trash these days, it is
pretty easy to come across one on the curb waiting for garbage pickup. Or they can be obtained for next-to-nothing from stores that sell used
computers. With nothing more than a screwdriver you can very quickly remove a P/S from the CPU of a computer. Just undo a few screws
and unplug all the connections on the ends of the P/S cables.

Don’t get “psyched out” by all the cables and plugs running from the P/S. When converted to a supply for battery chargers, most of these
wires will be eliminated. But do take a close look at the specification table usually affixed to the case of the supply. This table gives the
amount of current that can be drawn from each of the voltages that the P/S delivers, and this can vary quite a bit over the many sizes and
types of P/S’s. For driving a battery charger, you need at least 7 or 8A from the +12V line, and preferably 10A or more, so if the P/S is rated
at less than 7A at +12V then forget it and find another one.
The P/S you find probably will be one of two main types; an older “AT” type which could have a paddle switch on the side, or an 110V
umbilical cord that connects to a switch elsewhere on the computer; or it could be a newer “ATX” type which may have a rocker switch or no
switch at all. The nameplate should indicate which type you have. The AT type is easiest to convert and is usually bigger so there is more
room inside to work with. The ATX type is a little more complicated and has less internal space.
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The main connections you will need are the +12V (yellow), +5V (red), and Common (black). There are multiple wires for each of these
connections; all leading to plugs at the ends of the cables, but all the wires for each of these colours are connected together at the P/S circuit
board. Once you have decided how many of these main wires you will need for your conversion, the rest can be cut off at the board and the
cables and plugs discarded. The –12V and –5V connections are usually single wires and are not needed. (They can be identified by –12V
and –5V markings on the circuit board) On some P/S’s there is also a +3.3V connection, which also is not needed for our conversion
purposes.
Other connections that you may well need, primarily on the ATX-type units, include the “Power Good” connection (PG), the “PS-ON”
connection and possibly the “+5SB” standby connection. The wire colours for most ATX-type power supplies are given below.
+12V Yellow
-12V Blue
PG
Grey
+5V
Red
- 5V White
PS_ON
Green
Common Black
+5SB Purple
+3.3V
Orange
(Some manufacturers do not follow this colour scheme but usually there are circuit board markings)
The first thing you have to determine is whether the P/S works or not. So apply 110V power and see what happens. If the cooling fan starts
and continues to run, then you are “off to the races”. Now would be a good time to check the voltages of the yellow and red wires with a
voltmeter, to verify that they are +12V and +5V respectively.
If nothing happens when you apply power, you may have a “PS_ON” connection that needs to be made. Shut off the input power, find the
green “PS_ON” wire (it may be labelled something else, such as “RM”) and connect it to one of the black wires and try again. If the cooling
fan runs, then make this connection permanent. If after a short time the fan stops, and restarts and stops each time the power is switched, you
may need a “Power Good” (or “Power_OK”) connection. Shut off main power and connect the PG wire (normally Grey) to either the +5SB
(Blue) or to one of the +5 (Red) wires. If this solves the problem then make this connection permanent. By this time you should have a
working power supply. (If not, and you can’t find the source of any further problems, go find another scrap power supply!)

One final technical “hitch”. These switching power supplies need a load on the +5V line to operate properly so you need to connect a
resistive load between one of the red wires and a black wire. The resistance could be one or two automotive 12V tail light or stoplight bulbs,
or could be a power resistor. I usually use either a 5-Ohm 10-Watt or a 3-Ohm 20-Watt power resistor (sandbar type), mounted in good
thermal contact with a heat sink or with the metal case. Check the voltage of a yellow wire, and if it is less than 12V, then the load isn’t
enough and you need to increase it by lowering the resistor value or adding another light bulb.
Now all that needs to be done is connect the +12V, +5V and Common lines to some form of connection for the battery charger. I usually use
jacks for banana plugs or binding posts that will accept banana plugs, and I usually double-up on the connecting wires to be sure they can
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handle higher currents. And if the P/S doesn’t have a switch for the 110V input power, you may wish to add one, along with a power-ON
indicator light (or add a switch unit with built-in illumination).
If you need more information and step-by-step instructions for converting a PC power supply, look up
Red Scholfield’s R/C Battery Clinic web site (www.rcbatteryclinic.com) and click on “PC Power Supply for Chargers”. Another good web
site is http://web2.murraystate.edu/andy.batts/ps/powersupply.htm .

Golden Oldies - Saturday, June 20, 2009

CD’s Stan Shaw and Les Peer
With lots of cloud and a few blue patches, seven hardy pilots assembled for the Bud Wallace Golden Oldies Memorial Contest. To start the
days events we were fortunate to see a C-47 (Dakota, Gooney-Bird et al) fly right over the field.
The task was 3 – 7 minute rounds, 15 minutes cumulative with no landing points.
Werner Klebert encountered a problem whilst setting up the winch and was forced to scratch from the days flying – we missed the old
thermal Hound!
Round 1, the lift was sparse and Stan Shaw led the way with a 3:46 flight and Werner Hildesheim following with 3:08 minutes.
Bob Thayer dropped by to lend support and useful flying tips.
Round 2, still not much lift to be found and this time it was Rob Nelson Leading the way with 4:47 followed by Dick Colley with
4:12 minutes.
Round 3, Stan Shaw and Dick Colley were able to locate the elusive thermals and register 6:56 and 7:02 respectively, the other
pilots found the sink.
Name:
Dick Colley
Stan Shaw
Rob Nelson
Werner Hildesheim
Les Peer
Derek Hartwell
Werner Klebert

round1
138
226
153
188
99
128
0

round 2
252
94
287
128
93
0
0

round 3
416
416
112
74
133
0
0

total pts
806
736
552
390
325
128
0

To round out a challenging day of flying the WPHM Lysander also flew by the field.

CLUB DAY OPEN CONTEST. JULY 18, 2009

by Stan Shaw

Taking a chance that the weather would co-operate on Saturday, we lucked out!
The wind blew from the West at about 10-20 kph with gust to 30 at times. The rain held off except for a few sprinkles at lunch time. Stan
Shaw called the troops together to go over the tasks: 3, 5, 8 and 10 precision duration with no landings! The high-start and one winch were
laid out. Otakar and Joe elected to use the winch and the rest of the pilots the hi-start because of the windy conditions.
First round started at 10:30 a.m. with spotty lift under low cumulus rain clouds racing across the sky. Joe and Stan lead off with the best
times. They kept up the pace for the rest of the day. We broke for lunch and the sun shoned down on us wooden you know!
Would you know Rose Bandmann and Monica showed up along with Doug Wilkins to brighten up the day! By the way Werner Hildersheim
showed up to fly but only completed two rounds! Werner Klebert enjoyed the day keeping everyone up on the latest and greatest idea. I am
constantly amazed at the stories Werner comes up with during these sessions. Both Stan and Werner brought their winches but they stayed in
the cars.
After lunch break we finished up the contest with some what better conditions as the upper level clouds gave way to more blue sky and better
thermal conditions. Even the turkey vultures were having a better day in the afternoon as were the pilots!
The final results were as follows:
Joe Banial scored
1502
for 1st place;
Stan Shaw
“
1275
“ 2nd place;
Dick Colley “
755
“ 3rd place;
Derek Hartwell
680
Les Peer
“
585
Werner Hildersheim
455
Otakar Koprnicky
410
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Stan Shaw won the Club Day Trophy since Joe was not a member of SOOGI. Pictures of the winners and Rose Bandmann were taken with
the respective plaques that were made by Werner Klebert. Les Peer purchased the frames to complete the presentations.
Congratulations to the winners and the seven flyers who came out to support the event.
Last year some eleven flyers participated in the event because the Two Meter event was scheduled on the same day. Sunday proved to be the
worst day due to the heavy overcast so it was the right decision to hold the event on Saturday. Let’s hope next year will see even more flyers
participating in our Club Day. Remember it’s the only “free” event of the year. Hopefully the weather will be better next year for Club Day!

LSF Contest #1
3 – 7 min rounds max, 15 mins cumulative
th

LSF Contest – Thursday August 13 , 2009
Name:
round1
round 2 round 3
Werner Klebert
415
395
90
Bob Hammett
419
342
138
Mike Kucera
34
416
407
Stan Shaw
216
135
419
Jim Laslet
148
86
415
Dick Colley
140
418
88
Les Peer
171
138
116
Jack Linghorne
141
140
0

Big Bird Bash 2009

total pts
900
899
857
770
649
646
425
281

LSF pts
800
699
600
428
288
215
94
31

Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

CD – Dick Colley Sunday, September 06, 2009

9 pilots together with Ray Munro, Juri Vosu and Doug Wilkins met at the Fletcher Road Field under blue skies and tantalizing hints of
thermals.
3 winches and a hi-start were set up and then moved again as the wind shifted more easterly.
The Task was set as – 4 rounds 10, 10, 10, 15 Minutes. Landings in/out – in being worth 25 points
There were two groups competing, the Open Class and the RES (Rudder, Elevator and Spoiler)
As the contest got under way we had some visitors to the field. Kai Sorenson, his wife and some visitors from Denmark. They were very keen
to see how the sailplanes were launched and flown in search of thermals. The zoom launches in the Open class certainly impressed them.
Quite taken with the Bird of Time flown by Jack Linghorne, Kai later wrote:
“Had a chance to attend as a spectator the SOGGI Big Bird bash outside Hamilton last weekend with my old Gliding Buddy from Denmark
(Who I had not seen for 50 years!)
What a thrill it was to watch these beautiful birds shooting up by winch startsAnd the warm welcome we received by all the members …and especially Dick Colley, who was kind enough to guide us to the flying fieldThanks Dick!-- Saturday we are picking up a Bird of Time Kit for my friend to take back to Denmark”
Round 1, the early pace was set by Joe Banial (COGG) and Mike Kucera (GNATS) in the Open Class and by Werner Klebert in the RES
Class.
Round 2, the lift was harder to find with only Dick Colley getting close with 9:55 minutes.
Round 3, Bob Sherliker (COGG) in the Open Class and Dick Colley in the RES came close to the max.
Round 4, Stan Shaw saved the day and showed that a 15 minute flight was not impossible and recorded a 14:59 flight with landing points.
The rest of us poor mortals were left to scratch around for what lift remained (what lift was left – right!)
Certificates were awarded to the top three pilots in each class and the Best Sportsman Award was presented to Les Peer who finished with
1228 points in the RES Class.
Many thanks to Ray Munro for keeping the winch lines moving and all who attended and made it a great day of summer flying.
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Name:
Joe Banial
Mike Kucera
Bob Sherliker
**
**
Dick Colley
Stan Shaw
Werner Klebert
Les Peer
Jack Linghorne
Rob Nelson
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round1
620
623
346
0
0
291
356
605
296
426
208

round 2
376
418
177
0
0
595
128
193
446
312
112

round 3
446
311
619
0
0
588
255
227
199
177
113

round 4
713
502
427
0
0
252
924
445
287
0
213

total pts
2155
1854
1569
0
0
1726
1663
1470
1228
915
646
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For Sale:
For Sale:
1 – Video Card AGP, MSI RX9200 128MB DDR _______________________$10.00
If you need to upgrade your computer to run the Real Flight G4 then this card might help.
Contact:

Dick Colley

905-296-4027

For Sale:
I have the following equipment for sale. I would prefer a single sale of the lot.
1) Futaba T7CAP - 7 channel computer radio. Channel 45. Charger and strap.
2) Stock receiver for above.
3) 4 - S3004 servo'
s
4) 1 - S3151
5) 2 - Hi-Tec HS-65 Micro Servo'
s
6) 1 - JR Micro Receiver - RS6UL - Ch 45 xtal installed
7) 2M Spirit - 2 servos, receiver and battery pack installed. 5 launchs, 2 hrs airtime.
8) DynaFlite Bird of Time ARF. 2 servo'
s, receiver and battery included. Never flown.
9) Majestic 100 - Kit, part of 1 wing built. Plans, instructions and extra'
s
10) NorthEast Sailplanes Heavy duty Hi-start.
From my calculations, there is over $1000 worth of gear in this list. I would be willing to take $650 for the
lot.

Any questions, please contact David Woodhouse
david_woodhouse@hotmail.com or call 519 745-3456.
For Sale:
Multiplex Auto-Lader 9-2526 Battery Charger
12 Volt In, 4 - 7 Cells
1, 2, 4 Amp selectable, Auto shut-off to Trickle
Multiplex battery connector.

Asking $20.00
Contact: Kurt
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Fritz at 905-689-4171
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2009 SOGGI Executive
President:

Bob Hammett
83, Locks Road,
BRANTFORD, Ont.

Vice President: Otakar Koprnicky
75, Hazelwood Cres.
CAMBRIDGE, Ont.
Treasurer:

Secretary:

Editor:

Bob Thayer
4108, Millcroft Park Drive,
BURLINGTON, Ont.
Peter Clarke
1, Victor Blvd.,
ST. GEORGE, Ont.
Dick Colley
101, Braeheid Avenue
Waterdown, Ont.

Deadline for December Issue of Task:

(519)-759-1939
N3S 7L9
(519)-740-9504
N1R 8A4
(905)-336-3290
L7M 3V9
(519)-448-3232
N0E 1N0
(905)-296-4027
L0R 2H5
November 22nd 2009

2009/10 Calendar of Events
2009
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•
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